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2.  

About Our Club 
 

The Sydney Bush Walkers Club was formed in 1927 for the purpose of bringing bushwalkers together; enabling 
them to appreciate the great outdoors; establishing a regard for conservation and promoting social activities. 
The Club‟s main activity is bushwalking but we also have other activities such as cycling, kayaking and social 
events. 
 

Our Walks Program (published quarterly) features day walks on most Saturdays and Sunday, some midweek 
walks and overnight weekend walks.  Extended walks are organised in areas such as the Snowy Mountains and 
the Warrumbungles, as well as interstate and overseas trips. 
 

Our meetings start at 8pm and are held on Wednesday evenings (See Social Program) at Kirribilli Neighbourhood 
Centre, 16 Fitzroy Street, Kirribilli (near Milsons Point Railway Station). 
 

Visitors and prospective members are welcome  www.sbw.org.au 
 

 

 Office Bearers 
 

Members are welcome to contact the 
following officers on club matters: 

 

President:  Ian Wolfe 
02 8087 1825 (w) president@sbw.org.au 
02 99043370. (h) 
0413662370 (m) 
 

Vice President:  Margaret Carey 
02 99572137(h)  vicepresident@sbw.org.au 
0408 210 552 (m)  
 

Secretary:  Helen Lalas 
8212 5468(h)  secretary@sbw.org.au 
 

Trips Secretary: Tony Holgate 
0434 968 793 (m) activities@sbw.org.au 
 

Treasurer:  Leigh McClintock 
8920 2386 (h)  treasurer@sbw.org.au 
 

Membership Sec:  Vivien de Remy de Courcelles  
02 9960 1640 (h)  membership@sbw.org.au 
 

New Members Sec: Emmanuelle Convert  
02 9960 1640 (h)  newmembers@sbw.org.au 
 

Magazine Editor: Melinda Turner 
4284 0616 (h)  editor@sbw.org.au 
 

Communications Sec: Karl Miller 
9489 6607 (h)  communications@sbw.org.au 
 

Social Secretary: Kathy Gero 
9130 7263 (h)  social@sbw.org.au 
 

Conservation Sec: Pam Campbell 
   conservation@sbw.org.au 
 

Skills Enhancement Sec: Richard Darke  
   skillenhancement@sbw.org.au 
 

Delegates to:  Jim Callaway 
Confederation  9520 7081 (h) 
   David Trinder:  
   9542 1465 (h) 

   confederation2@sbw.org.au 

The President Says 
Bikini Atoll was great: 

 http://www.bikiniatoll.com/divetour1.html 
 http://www.bikiniatoll.com/ 
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bikini_Atoll   

but from the ecological and conservation 
perspective, it was a “shape shifting” surreal 
experience of the first order (Salvador Dali would 
have done wonders with it). The archipelago is 
now visually back to being a “tropical paradise 
with waving Coconut Palms etc”, yet with the 
knowledge of its past use to test huge Hydrogen 
Bombs and the residual radiation (which strongly 
recommends against any fruits of the land being 
eaten for the mere next 10,000yrs....). After the 
days Dives we did some good beach combing walks 
around the islands – on the positive side there 
were numerous fresh tracks of nesting Turtles, but 
on the negative side, even in this incredibly 
remote place, there was a piece of plastic or glass 
every meter or so (however, this did include the 
whole stratum of the beach, and thus probably 
represented 15yrs of storm/wave accumulation). 
In respect of the Club: 

 With the warmer weather its back to being 

Snake breading season, and on one of the 

recent walks a Party engaged in the “Black 

Snake Tap Dance” with the poor snake 

being trodden on twice!, and the party 

rapidly back peddling. A Member was 

knocked off the track in consequence, fell 

down the embankment onto some rocks, 

suffering a small number of cuts and 

bruises and having a pregnant “Oh My God, 

where is the Snake?? “ moment (almost 

worthy of a Monty Python video clip). 

Fortunately, all ended well!  

 However, as there have been some other 

near misses, the Committee actively 

encourages everyone to wear Gaiters (even 

though they can be hot and sweaty), carry 

a compression bandage, refresh your 

knowledge of Snake Bite First Aid, walk 2 

meters apart (to avoid getting a footprint  
Continued next page 
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The President Says cont. 

on your forehead as the person in front “evades the snake”) and keep your eyes peeled! 

 Coolana: 

 our lobbying of the Sydney Catchment Authority (SCA) has seen them advance and complete their 

spraying of the Lantana on their land adjacent to Coolana.  

 when the Shoalhaven Council Bushcare Officer visited Coolana recently (hosted by Bill Holland), he 

remarked that he was very impressed with our work to date 

 the Commercial Contractor, that we have engaged to spray the weeds, has already done a day‟s 

work, and is poised to shortly complete the job with another day of spraying, when there is some 

dry weather.  

 Rick Angel and Barry Wallace hosted an SCA Officer last Friday, who was doing a site inspection to 

contribute to the assessment of our recent Grant application. Rick advises that this went very well, 

and thus we can have “great expectations in respect of the Grant (??).  

 Ideally, it would be good to follow up on these substantive initiatives at the next work bee on 3 - 4 

Dec and the Committee will be funding Saturday night drinks and munchies for the attendees 

(after a cooling dip in the river at the end of a satisfying days work)  – please see if you can attend   

 Prospectives are encouraged to use the warmer weather to get their Q Walks “done” (and there are lots on 

the program to select from) and also their Q Tests – these can be done on Walks (by prior arrangement with 

the Leader) or on the programmed Skills Workshops There are on Workshops on 26 & 27 Nov at Kuringai 

Chase and the RNP (refer to the program) 

 Before I went away, I had a coffee with Doddie Green, President of the Confederation of NSW Bushwalking 

Clubs. We covered off a number of areas where “mutually beneficial leverage” could potentially occur 

between our two organisations. 

 We are in the process of liaising with the relatives and Trustees of Frank Rigby's Estate - it is increasing 

looking like the scattering of Frank's Ashes will be conducted at the Club Reunion at Coolana on Sunday 18 

March, 2012. 

Ian Wolfe 
President SBW 
 

From the Editor 
Hello members, 
Thank you to every body who heeded my requests for articles.  So many people responded that I finished up with 
too much material for this magazine.  But don‟t worry, if your article isn‟t in this month‟s magazine it will 
definitely be in the next newsletter.  
Melinda Turner  
editor@sbw.org.au 
 

From the Committee Room 
A summary of key proceedings from the Committee Meeting on 2nd November 2011 
 

 a copy of our new Constitution has been lodged with the Dept of Fair Trading (as is required by their rules) 
 the Contract Shooter for the NPWS has advised that he has “cleaned up” a herd of feral goats to the W of 

Coolana in the Council Reserve, and thus our problem may have “gone away” 
 Some funds have been allocated to reward attendees at Coolana Bushcare weekends with a soothing drink 

and nibbles on the Saturday night – the next one is on 5-6 Nov (and “No Don, there are not sufficient funds 
to buy a Big Yellow Toy just for you!”) 

 The finances are “fine” 
 We have commenced the process to formulate the 2012 Annual Report and the Budget 
 Our President and the President of Confederation are to meet over a coffee to discuss matters of mutual 

interest….. 
 The Sydney Catchment Authority has used our Western Distributor Track at Coolana to provide access to 

their Boat bourn teams to spray about 2/3 of the Lantana on the boundary with Coolana 
 The work to enhance our communication software suite continues apace 
 Most of the Committee passed their advanced chopstick course in Japan   
  

Next meeting:  Wednesday 7th December 2011 
Helen Lalas 
Secretary 

3.   
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Letter to the Editor  
Dear Melinda – Our Most Esteemed Editor, 
 

The attached poem I wrote for the 50th Anniversary Edition of our magazine.  (Ed: See poem on page 27) 
 

I thought you could use it to fill up space, when desperate.  I have revised it and I think that it is NOW perfect.  You 
may not have come across it in the archives.   
 

I was co-editor with Dorothy Noble. I forget how many years I was in the job. It was always hard getting articles 
from members but those days may have changed, by reading the magazines lately. A more educated generation it 
seems. 
 

I was sued by Dick Smith for libellous intent and that may have reached your ears. I took all of my money out of the 
bank and buried it in the garden. And SBW had to change their Articles of Association so that I would have to be 
sued and and not the club!  That episode was many years ago. 
 

I wrote lots of rubbish and am dreading this CD that is going to be collated of all our magazines since 1927.  Luckily 
I wrote many articles in other people‟s names too. Some I can remember and the rest is lost to history. Nether the 
less, it is a good idea and I admire the person(s) who will actually do it. Great dedication indeed. 
 

I could not get to the talk last Wednesday night on altitude breathing problems, as intended. Had my own breathing 
problems! 
 

Best wishes, 
 

Owen Marks 

Minutes of the Sydney Bush Walkers  

6 Monthly General Meeting held at Kirribilli Neighbourhood 

Centre at 7.30pm on 14th September 2011 
 

The meeting opened at 7:30 pm. In the end, there was a Quorum with 15 members in attendance and a record 
compiled. 
 

1. Apologies: Vivien de Remy de Courcelles, Emmanuel Convert, Leigh McClintock, M Reid, Richard Darke, Glenn 
Draper, Patrick James, Melinda Turner, 

 

2. Matters arising from the DRAFT MINUTES of the AGM held on 9 March 2011 
 

 The draft minutes were “received”, for information, from the 9 March meeting.  

 The proposed Constitutional amendments are to be addressed at the Special Meeting commencing at 8:00pm 
 

3. Status of the Club  
 

The president submitted a written report detailing the status and activities undertaken by the Club over the last 12 
months.  
 

In keeping with the Club‟s environmental policy, the Magazine is being sent to other Bush Walking Clubs 
electronically.  
 

Emails: Karl Miller (Communications Secretary) is working on a new electronic system for sending emails to 
members that is more efficient than the current Google groups. The new system is intended to be quicker, to have 
capacity to reach more people, and to link with other electronic records. 
 

Coolana: There is an issue with the spread of lantana with it entering Coolana from adjacent properties. The 
Coolana Sub Committee is liaising with the Water Board to enable them to use their spray teams and equipment. 
The Local Council is foreshadowing issue a formal weed removal notice to us in November 2011. There needs to be 
coherent work between all three parties to ensure weed removal benefits all concerned. Use of Coolana has been 
offered to the Bushwalkers Wilderness Rescue Service and Confederation of Bushwalkers, and they have indicated 
that they intend to take up the offer. 
 

Prospectives: The number of prospectives as at August 2011 was 350. 
 

Walks Program – Tony Holgate: There is a greater number of prospectives wanting to do qualifying walks. The 
ongoing challenge has been getting leaders to put on qualifying walks. However, the program has grown over the  
4. 
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Minutes of the Sydney Bush Walkers  

6 Monthly General Meeting held at Kirribilli Neighbourhood 

Centre at 7.30pm on 14th September 2011 cont. 
 
last year with a number new leaders putting on walks. David Trinder mentioned there are now 115 walks on the 
program compared to 60 walks 4 years ago. There has been a 100% increase in the number of leaders and there is a 
larger number of active prospectives. 

 

4. General Business 
 

There was no General Business. 
 

5. The meeting closed at 8:00 pm 
 

Minutes of the Special General Meeting 

of the Sydney Bush Walkers held at the Kirribilli Neighbourhood 

Centre at 8pm on 14th September 2011 
The meeting opened at 8:00 pm with 15 members in attendance (a register of names was compiled). 
 

6. Apologies: Vivien de Remy de Courcelles, Emmanuel Convert, Leigh McClintock, M Reid, Richard Darke, Glenn 
Draper, Patrick James, Melinda Turner, 

 

7. Examination of the Proposed Changes to the Constitution:  
 

Questions were received from the floor and then answered. 
 

The question was raised in respect of whether the titles of the ordinary committee members should be defined in 
constitution. It was discussed that, with the changing circumstances of the club and the environment within which 
it operates, it was best to leave the ordinary committee member positions with non-specific titles. The advantages 
are that it avoids future committees being locked into specific roles and gives them flexibility to form supporting 
skilled sub committees to provide information and guidelines on specialist area i.e. leadership, paddling and 
abseiling etc.  
 

It was further discussed that, in effect, the committee has previously operated with nine people actually regularly 
in attendance for many years.  

 
8. Vote on the Proposed Changes to the Constitution 
 

Motion: 
 

“The proposed amendments, detailed in Version 3 of the SBW Constitution, are approved by the Members for 
implementation” 
 

Proposed: A Holgate   Seconded: D Trinder 
Number in Favour: 13,  Number Against: 1 
 

As more than the constitutionally required three fifths majority of affirmative votes was obtained, the President 
declared the Motion “Carried” 
 

9. The meeting closed at 8:30 pm 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
5.   

Please welcome the following new members 
 Nima Zarbakht 

 Stephen West 

 Tim Sutherland 
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Call for Nominations for the 2012 Committee 
Members are requested to consider nominating for next year‟s Committee.  
 

Following the recent amendments to the Constitution (where the reduction of the Committee from 15 to 9 Members 
was approved) the following roles are available, and will be elected at the Annual General Meeting in March 2012: 
 

- President 
- Vice President 
- Secretary 
- Treasurer 
- 5 Ordinary Committee Member positions 

o The current Committee recommends to the Members that the specific roles for these positions for 
the 2012 term be: 

 Membership Secretary,  
 New Members Secretary,  
 Activities Coordination Secretary 
 Skills Enhancement Secretary 
 Communications Secretary  

- In addition, the current Committee is recommending that there be a number of “Associate Secretary” 
positions for Social, Conservation, 4 x Confederation Delegates, Editor, Business Manager and Web 
Master/Mistress. These positions are not “elected” and would be appointed by the Committee. Whilst they 
are not formal Members of the “Committee”, the Associate Secretaries can attend Committee Meetings, as 
needed, to speak to specific matters of relevance to their subject area. 

- (In sum, these changes are “just a re-juggle”, and recognise how the Club has actually been run for many, 
many years). 

 

Your current Committee has put in a large amount of focused work to “Clean Up”, “Catch Up” and optimise the 
functioning of the Club. This has been quite successful, and is largely complete. In addition, we have initiated a 
number of projects to further streamline and facilitate the efficient & professional operation of both the Club and 
the Committee. This has already led to the workload beginning to trend downwards (the last two Committee 
Meeting finished 20 mins early) and as these Projects are delivered, this trend should continue.   
 

For SBW to prosper, and to deliver value to its Members, you would appreciate that we do need Members to rotate 
through being on the Committee, as well as in the various Volunteer roles, and to give of their expertise. Please 
consider nominating, as this is a good way “to give something back”.  
 

For Committee positions: Two Members need to nominate the Candidate by completing the attached Nominating 
Form (a soft copy is on the web site) and send it to the Secretary (preferably by email to secretary@sbw.org.au , or 
by hand at a Club meeting, or by post to the Club‟s PO Box), [Note: physical “signatures” in ink are not required, 
and emails will suffice]. 
 

For Associate Secretary positions: - self nominate by sending an email or a letter to the Secretary. 
 

Regards, 
SBW Committee  

Website Updates 
We have recently added information about the Coolana Conservation Plan and the September Meeting Minutes to 
the website. 
 

For more information, you can login to the Member's Area of the SBW website and download the Coolana 
Conservation Plan and Financial Model documents on the 'Coolana's Flora & Fauna' page (i.e. Login to the SBW 
website > click Member's Area (left menu) > Coolana > Coolana's Flora & Fauna) 
 

To view the Minutes from September's General and Special General meetings or to obtain the Annual Elections - 
Committee Nomination Form, please login to the Member's Area of the SBW website and download them from the 
'Resources for Members' page (i.e. Login to the SBW website > click Member's Area (left menu) > Resources for 
Members) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
6.  

Wanted: New Editor and Sub Editor 
Current editor will be retiring in March 2012 and we need some talented people to takeover this position. 
In order to reduce the workload we are looking for two people to help produce the magazines and 
newsletters. 

Please contact Ian at president@sbw.org.au or Melinda at editor@sbw.org.au for more information. 

Current editor happy to provide advice and moral support!  

mailto:secretary@sbw.org.au
mailto:president@sbw.org.au
mailto:editor@sbw.org.au
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Long Term Coolana Conservation Plan – document for comment 
A formal Conservation Plan has been developed, in conjunction with the Coolana Sub Committee, to provide a 
focused framework for the work performed at Coolana. The aim being to lay out the “way forward” to progressively 
return the vegetation to a “near natural state”. This document draws on the detailed professional/scientific flora 
and fauna studies commissioned by our neighbour Warwick Deacock, and provided gratis to us (thanks Warwick!). 
These are available for review on our web site at:  http://www.sbw.org.au/content_common/pg-coolana-bird-
survey-and-kangaroo-valley-nsw-flora-and-fauna-surveys.seo . A formal; “Management Plan for Coolana” document 
to address the totality of the maintenance of the Property is also in advanced draft, and the Conservation Plan is 
one of the supporting sub plans.   
 

The Conservation Plan takes a 10 year view, and divides the bush into distinct vegetation bands. Fortunately, 90% of 
Coolana is in a near pristine state and only needs an annual inspection to trigger any specific “care and 
maintenance” activities. Of the remainder, extensive work on remediating the River Flats is well advanced, and the 
Lantana problem is being focused on (the Sydney Catchment Authority [SCA] has recently conducted extensive 
spraying of the river banks on their land).  
 

The Plan is supported by an indicative “Financial Model” which basically builds upon the funding approach that the 
Club has in place at present (and for many past years). Due to the good work by Leo Butler we have just submitted 
a Grant Application for $4,400 to the Sydney Catchment Authority, which will hopefully be approved (we have 
received $22K in grants from them in the past).  
 

Following the recently approved Constitutional amendments, which quarantine the “Coolana Funds”, interested 
Members are encouraged to consider making Donations and Bequests (as has been conducted by many Members 
over the years). In any case, the “Financial Model” is just that, an indicative approach which does not constitute a 
financial commitment set in concrete.  
 

The Conservation Plan is available for your review on our web site. 
 

For more information, you can login to the Member's Area of the SBW website and download the Coolana 
Conservation Plan and Financial Model documents on the 'Coolana's Flora & Fauna' page. (i.e. Login to the SBW 
website > click Member's Area (left menu) > Coolana > Coolana's Flora & Fauna) 
 

If you wish to make a comment, please read the entire doc, tour the Coolana pages of the web site, have a ponder, 
and then type your comments into the document (either by using “Track Changes”, which is turned on, or by using 
the “Insert Comments” facility). Please email these to secretary@sbw.org.au by 2 December 11. We will then 
refine the Plan, appropriately incorporating Member feedback, ahead of potentially moving to have the 
Conservation Plan formally endorsed for implementation at the 2012 AGM. 
 

(For Members considering making a Bequest, as advised by the Law Society, the following phrase could potentially 
be inserted in a person‟s official Will: 
 

“I bequeath the sum of $XXX to the Coolana Fund of Sydney Bush Walkers Inc (SBW), for its general purposes and 
declare that the receipt by the Treasurer, for the time being of SBW, shall complete discharge to my Executors in 
respect of any sum paid to SBW.”) 
 

Regards, 
The SBW Committee 

The SBW Cloth Badge 
Whilst on the track, you may have occasionally been following the current green round SBW cloth Badge, sown to a 
Members backpack or onto their hat (often over an unsightly hole...). 

 
Original cloth badge 

 
 

Current cloth badge 

Nancye Alderson, a member since 1967 has sent in a copy of the original Badge which was a bit different as it had a 
Shield design, the same dark green background but a yellow border.  

 

Thanks Nancye for sending this little bit of history. We will add the Badge and the artwork to our archives 
 

7.  
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Charlottes Pass / September 17 - 24 
Kenn Clacher 

This year‟s week of backcountry skiing at Charlotte Pass continued the great conditions experienced in the previous 
few years and was enjoyed by 25 people.  Of these, thirteen are members of the NSW Nordic Ski Club, nine are SBW 

members (including four who are members of both clubs), 
and seven are members of neither club.  We had the 
Southern Alps Lodge at Charlotte Pass Village almost to 
ourselves and just about filled it.  There, we were spoiled 
all week by Ally and Christian who provided a most 
welcoming atmosphere and splendid meals.  
 

Most participants wandered in to the lodge at various times 
on Saturday 17 September, either by the outrageously 
expensive “over snow” transport (over bitumen road on 
this occasion), by foot along the Perisher – Charlotte Pass 
road or by ski over snow, grass and finally road.  The 
savvier took advantage of a ride from Perisher, a full day 
lift ticket and lunch at the Chalet for not much more than 
others paid for the “over snow” transport.  
 

On Sunday, the first day of real skiing, two parties set out.  
One numbering around 16 people went to Mt Townsend via 
Meullers pass and Wilkinson Valley.  The snow condition 
and weather were so good that some of the party skied the 
slope from the top of Mt Townsend to the WNW down to 
the treeline, around 600m elevation loss (and gain climbing 
out).  We have been skiing this slope deep for around 25 
years but this is claimed to have been the furthest foray 
ever.  So much so that it took an hour to climb back up to 
the top of the ridge.  From there the party returned via 
Lake Albina, the Grandstand, and the ridge between Mt 
Carruthers and Mt Lee into Kunama Valley to reach the 
stepping stones over the Snowy River and a wet- or dry-
foot crossing of the Snowy depending on how twinkle-toed 
party members felt so late in the day.   
 

Meanwhile a second party of six people set out for the 
summit of Mt Kosciuszko via the summit road.  Of these, 
three got to Rawsons Pass and two to the top.  The party, 
now reduced to three, returned by way of Kangaroo Ridge 
on the Ramshead Range and a difficult descent of the now 
icy slope of Mt Stilwell down to the lodge.  
 

Next day was quite windy but fine so a party of around 20 
headed via Hedley Tarn to Blue Lake and the valley 
upstream of the lake, because this provided the most 
sheltered skiing.  Some great XCD runs were had on the 
side slopes of this valley before some of the party tried 
their hand (and skis) on the slope that starts on the saddle 
between Mt Stilwell and Little Stilwell and ends in a 
challenging chute down to Blue Lake.  This accomplished 
with only one of the party going down head first, we 
headed back to the lodge.  
 

On Tuesday many of the party took advantage of the rain 
and then snow that fell enthusiastically to lick their 
wounds and ease the aches and pains of the previous two 
days.  A few ventured out to Mt Stilwell but soon returned 
to the dry warmth of the lodge.  
 

The next morning no clouds could be seen from the lodge so a plan was hatched to ski by the road to the top of Mt 
Kosciuszko, then to Cootapatamba Hut via a slope that typically provides a sensational XCD run down from the 
Kosciuszko ridge, and then home via the Ramshead Range–Kangaroo Ridge–Mt Stilwell route.  That didn‟t work out 
as once at the pass above the village clouds were seen to be obscuring the Main Range.  Believing the forecast of 
clearing weather the party of 19 pressed on to a cloud- 

 
8. 

 
Blue Lake 

 
 

 
Climbing Mt Kosciuszko 

 
 

 
Mt Lee and Mt Carruthers 
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Charlottes Pass / September 17 – 24 cont. 

shrouded Seaman‟s Hut and there waited for the weather to clear, with the elite of the party warming up around  
the pot belly stove.  Alas, the clearing didn‟t come so some of the party went back down the road while the 
remainder skied along the sheltered eastern side of the 
Etheridge Range and then along the Ramshead Range 
towards Mt Stilwell.   
 

On the way we stopped off on the western branch of the 
creek in Twin Valleys and had a great ski down a 
considerable way, almost to the Thredbo River it seemed.  
Not quite up to the Townsend standards of a few days ago 
as it took only about forty minutes to climb out.   
 

Thursday‟s weather was good so a party of 20 or so took 
the opportunity to ski the Northwest ridge of Mt Twynam.  
This involves crossing the Snowy River, skiing up the 
eastern ridge of Mt Carruthers, crossing Soilcon Creek then 
climbing up to the Carruthers – Mt Twynam ridge and on to 
Mt Twynam.  From here a glorious run down the roller-
coaster Northwest ridge took us to lunch.   
 

This ridge typically provides some of the most cooperative 
snow to be found anywhere.  On this occasion however the 
snow that had fallen on Tuesday formed small sastrugi 
ridges that contrasted considerably with older windblown 
surface to provide a challenging but still highly enjoyable 
run down.  After lunch the fourteen or so survivors 
completed the loop by skiing around the northern and 
eastern side of Mt Twynam and Little Twynam.   
 

On the way to the Snowy River crossing some of the party 
were diverted again by the slope and chute from the 
Twynam – Little Twynam saddle down to Blue Lake, losing 
only one party member in the process.  
 

This left only one day to do all the things we hadn‟t 
already done.  People went in many directions to take 
photographs, visit Mt Stilwell, nurse sore feet or generally 
please themselves.  The main activity with about eight 
participants was a trip up the ridge between Carruthers 
Peak and Mt Lee, then to Little Austria and Lake Albina via 
the Grandstand, returning by the outward route.  Apart 
from having a couple of party members disappear over the 
cornice at the top of the Carruthers – Lee ridge and a 
strong wind this was another great day‟s skiing.  
 

This was another really enjoyable week‟s skiing from the 
Southern Alps lodge at Charlotte Pass.  Snow levels at 
Spencers Creek were nominally not up to last year‟s but 
were still more than adequate to provide a great week, 
allowing access to all our favourite destinations.  Indeed at 
higher elevations the snow cover seemed to be up to that 
of last year.  Curiously enough the snow mid-week 
detracted from the quality of the snow by providing a two-
paced surface but it was still eminently skiable. 
 

Participants were: 
 Kenn Clacher  Neil Hickson 
 Richard Winthorpe Bob Horder 
 Vivien Winthorpe Craig Austin 
 Maureen Carter  David Carter 
 Marianne Watt  
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Skiing towards Geehi from Mt Townsend 

 
 

 
Seamans Hut 

 
 

 
Snowy River 

 
 

Could any SBW members with early memories of Werona please contact: 
Margaret Littlewood 

mlittlewood@aapt.net.au / 02 9660 6171 
 

or 
Katrina Hasleton 

khasleton321@bigpond.com / 02 9798 6556 

mailto:mlittlewood@aapt.net.au
mailto:khasleton321@bigpond.com
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3 Peaks without sleep / Oct 11 and a bit! 
Chris Grady 

The moonlight coming through the window of the Carrington Hotel at 4.30 am on Tuesday 11th October augured well 
for our attempt on the 3 peaks in 30 hours. 
 

Michael Bradburn and I spent the previous evening preparing our packs whose contents did not show much 
imagination- 20-25 muesli bars some gels and extra clothing and two litres of water giving a weight of about 5 kilos 
per pack.  Given we were not planning on sleeping along the way; we were able to cut down on the weight. 
 

This attempt on the three peaks had started with my participation in the 
K2K in a day a couple of months before. On this trip I had heard about the 
three peaks and a couple of people who were attempting it this year. 
 

Michael was one of them and I was lucky enough to get invited along.  In the 
preceding weeks Michael emailed me details of the route and a spreadsheet 
with calculated times for waypoints, these were to the minute! I only hoped 
he had allowed some extra time for me tagging along.  Michael and I only 
started discussing the idea of doing the three peaks non-stop a couple of 
weeks before we actually started the walk.  And it was only the week before 
that we decided on the start day, which was to be Tuesday 11 October.  
That coincided with a good forecast on the weather, and a full moon. 
 

We walked quickly to the Katoomba Railway Station and managed to get a 
sceptical looking station master to take our photo under the station clock, it 
was 5am and we were off! 
 

There was a cold wind blowing from the south which was what we wanted to 
keep moisture loss to a minimum. By the time we got to Narrow Neck the 
sun was rising on a perfect day, it brought back memories of going out along 
Narrow Neck with my father who built the road in the 1960‟s. 
 

As we approached the Tarros Ladders and observed the country we were 
about to traverse the size of the challenge sunk in, but it was too late to 
turn back now. 
 

Along the way we were reaching each waypoint within about five minutes 
that Michael‟s spreadsheet calculated. 
 

It was off with the warm clothing as we descended into the valley and made our way to Yellow Dog and a quick 
descent to the river, which we crossed with our shoes on, a decision we were to regret later on. 
 

A steady ascent of Strongleg Ridge, where we met and chatted with an older lady walking by herself, then it was on 
to Cloudmaker which we reached ten minutes ahead of schedule, at 2:25pm. 
 

The Cloudmaker and Guouogang stone cairns are actually Trigonometric Stations, built by the Department of Lands 
in the 1950‟s so that accurate maps, the ones we use today could be made. 
 

I had brought along an inexpensive GPS and also downloaded the published co-ordinates from the Lands website to 
see what sort of accuracy I would get and when I checked I was within 2 metres of the proper position. 
 

When we reached Roar (i.e., Rip, Rap, Roar, Rumble) we turned right and into an area I had not been into, it was 
typical of the country we could expect for the next 15 hours, steep ridges without a track and we could also see the 
stone buttresses of Nooroo Ridge which would need some scrambling to get up. 
 

Thanks to my companions map reading we had no trouble finding our way, coming out at Thunder Bend at 4:30pm.  
This was the half way mark where we refuelled and filled our water bottles before ascending Mount Paralyzer, a 
climb of 900 metres which we reached at dusk. 
 

So it was on with the head lamps and down 900 metres to Whalania Creek in the dark.  The ascent of Guouogang 
was the hardest as it was especially difficult when we hit the stone buttresses, I looked up at the 20 metres cliff 
and thought to myself, „there is no way I can climb that, I may as well turn back now‟, but after further 
investigation and crawling on all fours we found a pass up, this was to be repeated over the coming hour with the 
extra thrill of a sheer drop just metres to our left as we climbed.  With the full moon the views into Whalania Deep 
were spectacular. 
 

We made Guouogang at 11.30 and that was when things started to get slow; because of the exertion of climbing up 
the mountain we were having trouble keeping food down and were getting very sleepy.  In this drowsy state we  
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Michael and Chris at the 

 start. Clock at Katoomba  
Station says 4.56am 
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3 Peaks without sleep / Oct 11 and a bit! cont. 
struggled through the infamous Guouogang scrub.  We resorted to using the GPS at this time as Michael was too 
nauseated to look at the map. We eventually got our bearings right and after about 30 mins found the right ridge 
for the descent.   The GPS was handy confirming our position, but because you need to keep moving and watching 
the screen to get an accurate bearing, it was quite hazardous as it distracted from concentrating on the track. 

 

It was a very rough and very slow descent, the fatigue hunger and darkness all 
conspiring against us.  Up to Mt Paralyzer Michael‟s spreadsheet was 
surprisingly accurate, as after 13.5 hours of walking we were 30 minutes ahead 
of schedule.  However the night walking over the most complex and 
challenging part of the three peaks walk took 2 hours more than planned. 
 

Eventually we found our way out at Kanangaroo clearing and with the sun 
rising our minds became more alert and our appetites returned, and after a big 
drink and couple of muesli bars we crossed the river with our wet shoes at 
6.45am.  We both felt great and we headed up Yellow Pup at a fast pace. 
 

It was another beautiful morning and we passed the lone lady bushwalker at 
the top of Yellow Dog packing her camp and she had a dubious look in her eyes 
when we told her where we had been, we passed about another twenty people 
on the way back and they all gave us that same look. 

 

My wife Fran came out to meet us along Narrow Neck and walked back to the locked gate with us. At the locked 
gate we waved goodbye to Fran as she drove off to meet us at the Railway Station.   We arrived at Katoomba 
Railway Station to our welcoming committee, Fran, who took our photos at 1.37pm, 32.6 hours after we had left. 
 

The hardest part had been the last five kilometres heading to Katoomba Station on the blistered feet caused by our 
river crossings and walking with wet shoes and socks, if I had taken my shoes off along the way, and seen the state 
of my feet I would not have been able to continue, but the application of a couple of blister patches soon fixed 
them up. 
 

This is a most challenging, rewarding and exhausting walk that I will never forget! 
 

 
11.  

Michael and Chris back at 

Katoomba Station. Clock says 13.38 
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Leaders Workshop / Oct 15-16 
Written By the Participants 

Facilitators: Ian Wolfe – Leader of the Pack  
 Stephen Brading – Crash Test Dummy  

  Richard Darke (day 2 only) 
Participants: Brendon Anderson 
  Dimitriou Nanitsos 
  Lynette Preston 
  Antonia Bachvarova 

 Claudia Douglas (day 1 only) 
  Lisa Sheldon 
  Jim Close 

Intro 
We had all responded to the invitation to head down to Coolana for the weekend workshop because each held an 
aspiration to become a SBW leader of the future and….here was our opportunity to learn! 
 

Some headed down on the Friday night to enjoy the first daybreak in the bush, the others following the next 
morning – all set to arrive on time at the first objective – the 8.30am briefing in the shed. The expectation was that 
all would have completed the navigation homework prior but as one could also have expected, 8.25am found most 
busy with pen, maps, and supplied charts.   
 

8.30am 
The club Grand PooBah (who preferred to be called Leader of the Pack) –outlined in the greatest detail what we 
would be doing over the weekend, what we would learn and what he expected from us all. “Nothing but pure 
perfection” we thought we heard him say under his breath. He introduced us to his Very Able Sidekick. 
 

Over the two days we were going to navigate – as best we could – the entire Coolana Orienteering Course using only 
our maps, our compasses, our bearings, our brains and brawn and just a little bit of help from the Leader of the 
Pack and his Very Able Sidekick (plus the GPS when we really got stuck). We were going to learn how to count our 
paces and time each leg from marker to marker. And we would face unexpected challenges. There was silence in 
the room…. the pressure was on. 
 

We learnt that we would take it in turns to lead, or navigate, or measure distance from one marker point to the 
next and then hand over the reins to the next poor soul ( just to see how much of a stuff up they made compared to 
your own leg!! ) 
 

So off we started – seven little Indians and two very big Chiefs. 
 

Saturday Morning 
It was with some trepidation that the first leader and navigator volunteered for roles. But, they reasoned, why not 
just get the humiliation over with? But a humiliating experience it was not to be – the first leg of our journey took 
us up the hill from the shed to the location of the original SBW campsite on the property. A simple task, on track. 
There began the first of many moments along our journeys during the weekend, where the aspiring new leaders 
were treated to a telling of stories and the history of SBW and Coolana by the Leader of the Pack.  
 

From there on upwards and westerly, on to our next checkpoint, rotating roles and then on to Dot Butler Lookout. 
There we were able to take in the beauty and full lay of the land - the extent of the Coolana property and its 
surrounds, the point to the west where we would be heading on the Saturday, and east over the Quaker property on 
Sunday. We were introduced to some nifty navigation techniques to measure distance including the use of 
triangulation, and once again learned of some SBW history– the lookout being named after a remarkable woman 
known as “The Barefoot Bushwalker”. 
 

Another rotation of leader, navigator, and once again great competition for the ever popular role of Tail End 

Charlie - plus now with the addition of time and pace monitors - off again we went, south westerly. The morning 

was passing, all were having a go, doing modestly well, gradually becoming a little more confident in our tasks. But 

soon that confidence was tested afresh –– when the Very Able Sidekick suddenly morphed in to the Crash Test 

Dummy, and was suddenly struck down with an ailment – “an incident” had occurred, and the Leader of The Pack 

was also behaving most oddly. We rallied to deal with the new double challenge as best we newbies could …and 

those of us who were not the leader of that leg of the walk were quietly relieved that all this had not happened on 

our watch…. 
 

The debrief followed, and lessons learned – and we were off again.  

 

A few more legs of the journey followed, one checkpoint being determined only by the lay of the land and the first 

official use of the fancy gadgets – GPS‟s, as the marker was missing. Lunch was enjoyed at a checkpoint located  
12. 
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Leaders Workshop / Oct 15-16 cont. 
next to a meandering little creek surrounded by impressive rock formations.  
 

Saturday Afternoon 
We followed the creek for the next leg of our journey, led downstream through and around more beautiful rock 
formations and creek pools, to our destination of Faere Glen. All was well till suddenly our Crash Test Dummy was 
struck down again, presenting a new challenge again for the aspiring leaders to meet. Once he was again patched 
up, and lessons learnt, we were able to continue on to Faere Glen, which as its name suggests, is a natural lush 
sheltered wonderland. 

 

The lushness of Faere Glen gave way to the thickest bush imaginable 
for the next leg of our journey further west, and a mighty challenge 
for leader and navigator to determine a way through. We were 
progressing well, when suddenly we came across a small clearing 
with rectangular mesh cage at centre under which a crop of plants 
were thriving. Plants of a very distinctive appearance – and we 
marvelled at the amount of work that had gone in to the creation of 
what was a quite modest if illegal plantation (though some took the 
co-ordinates). As we were heading off, one amongst us casually 
informed us of the age of the plants and how long it would take for 
the plants to reach a couple of metres in height... purely technical 
knowledge - of course.  
 

The bush bash eventually gave way to a climb upwards through a 

rocky gap to our last and most westerly high ground checkpoint for 

the day.  After enjoying our afternoon tea, we played for a very long 

time with ropes and then practiced the lowering of packs over the 

edge of our perch to waiting walkers below. (It was noted that after 

all our good work, it actually would have been a lot easier if we‟d 

just walked them down!)  
 

From this most western point and another rotation of roles, we headed downhill and across creek to find the last 

(missing) checkpoint marker for the day. Finally, a late afternoon march along the Western Distributor (the clear 

walking trail along the property boundary near the water‟s edge) back to Home Base. All uneventful, until a ruckus 

broke out. The middle of the group caught sight of a substantial diamond python those ahead in the group had 

narrowly missed stepping on. But no harm done, apart from the momentary outbreak of terror all around. The first 

recounting of the incident had our new slithery friend as I metre in length, two days later it had become 8 metres, 

and at last hearing – one member was proudly proclaiming to have saved the group from a 28 metre monster. 
 

The Home Base debrief that late afternoon turned into Happy Hour, and Happy Hour turned in to dinnertime, the 
fire was lit and night fell, and there was red wine and great merriment and stories told, and more red wine, and 
YET MORE stories told... Finally the time arrived for The Leader of the Pack to find and fetch the Botrytis Semillon 
cooling in the creek to accompany the hot custard and cake....thus signalling the start of our next adventure... 
 

The Nightcap Walk 
We were invited to come on a walk – all of us, at that time and well fortified... 
 

So off we went by torchlight (no moon yet) through the lesser known eastern “flat” of Coolana accompanied by a 
full running and very animated commentary from the Leader of the Pack.  As one of our number would later recall -  
 

“With the rising moon - The Grand Pooh Bah took on an alternate form – one that we all agreed we‟d never 

seen before. It was both a little scary and fascinating at the same time. If you haven't experienced one of 

the Grand Pooh Bah‟s romps down past „Dead Horse Bridge‟ and over the creek to the eastern side of 

Coolana at night time to see the regeneration work that's going on there - well it‟s a grand adventure.” 

 

Sunday Morning 
We awoke with dew on the tents, few clouds and the promise of a fine sunny day. The group gathered at the shed 
to investigate the coordinates and the map, absent Claudia but gaining Richard Darke as an observer. 
 

During the morning we headed eastward, managed to follow a faint track, find the weir, wombat walk some cliff 
lines, ohh and ahhh! at Mary Byles Lookout (and learn of yet another wonderful SBW personality), bush bash in and 
out of some power lines, cross some creeks, find a few checkpoints on the orienteering course, discover that colour 
maps are better than black and white, and have a few more Crash Test Dummy incidents.  
 

13. 
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Leaders Workshop / Oct 15-16 cont. 
Sunday Afternoon 
We arrived at our nominated lunch spot at Marker #16, high above the valley floor and river to the north below us 
and overlooking The Slot and The Rock Pinnacle – or so it was described. We could see The Slot directly below us – 
but we could barely make out The Pinnacle – we knew it was there because our maps said it was – and you always 
believe your maps. Our task after lunch was to find a way down off the cliff line and onto the valley floor and back 
to Coolana. This was our last leg of the day.  
 

The Leader of the Pack suggested we head east along the cliff face until we found a „suitable‟ slot to descend into 
the valley floor between the cliff and The Pinnacle! But which slot? We checked out a few potentials with the 
nominated leader disappearing momentarily to explore beyond – and then reappearing with those not so reassuring 
words “this‟ll do – I hope?” So down we went through a delightful little squeeze crevice first up, which opened out 
into a rather dark and moist mystical grotto which the Leader of the Pack later called the „Lost City‟. An enclosed 
small valley, no more than 10m wide, with moss and lichen covering strewn and randomly piled boulders, it was 
indeed a fabulous and unexpected find. Up and over a small rise and a scramble down the other side and we 
emerged onto the valley floor proper – exactly as planned our leader said – between the cliff we‟d just descended 
and The Pinnacle.  
 

The vegetation was quite open here and we moved easily along the sub valley floor in a south westerly direction 
about 50m above the river. As we were walking and noting a number of other suitable slots down from the cliff line 
and thinking how smart we had been, our Crash Test Dummy decided he‟d had enough and down he went (“what! – 
again??”) – this time with another ailment that we were able to diagnose straight away. By this time we were 
getting pretty good at handling emergencies and after constructive criticism from the Leader of the Pack, we 
moved on towards our final destination – Coolana.  
 

Picking up a faint track that lead into Werona – which is run by the Quakers, we then followed a series of roads and 
tracks which would lead us back to Home Base. Our final stop along the way was instigated by the Leader of the 
Pack in order to hold an inspired discussion about options if caught in a bush fire. That over, we headed back along 
the Coolana Eastern Distributor to our campsite for a final debrief. 
 

After an easy pack – up and march back up the hill to the cars, some visited the “World‟s Best Pie” Shop in 
Kangaroo Valley for a tasty bite on the way home. 
 

What a weekend!  
 

A huge thank you to Ian and Stephen for all your time given, insight, patience, fun and assistance! And thank you to 
the Coolana Care Group, who are doing such wonderful regeneration work on the property. And thanks finally to the 
“aspiring leaders” for bringing good humour and lots of leadership tips too! 
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Walks & Other Activities / October 1 - 31  
Stephen Brading 

Leaders: 
After an activity please email the completed Walks Attendance Form and Activity Report Form to: 

walksreporting@sbw.org.au 
Please send this within 48 hours and keep your copies as these are legal documents. 

15.   

Date, Walk Location & Route Activity Participants 
17 SEPT – 4 OCT – Multi Day Walks  
Japanese Northern Alps: 

Walks Report: 
Typhoon #15 upset the early part of our plan.  As it turned out, we did not get much wind, but 
the rain was very heavy for three days.  We rearranged our program so that only one day‟s 
walking was lost.  The three big trips in the Alps (3 days x 2 and 4 days x 1) went ahead more or 
less as planned, although some details had to be changed because three of the huts we planned 
to stay in were already closed for winter. 

Leigh McClintock 
Ian Wolfe 
Emmanuelle Convert 
Vivien de Remy de 
Courcelles 
John Kennett 
Lily Ng 
Andy Ojong 
Rosemary MacDougal 
Sheila Zaman 
Peter Love 
Richard Darke 

SAT 1 OCT – Day Walk – Easy/Medium                                     
Kuringai Chase NP:  
Cowan – Jerusalem Bay – Porto Ridge - Cowan   

Walk Report: 

It was a cloudy day with occasional sunny periods.  We followed the Great North Walk down to 
Jerusalem Bay where there are very pleasant views.  From there we continued north uphill and 
down dale until we left the track to go east onto Porto Ridge where we had lunch at a great 
lookout with views down to Brooklyn and Long Island.  We then continued eastwards to the top 
of Porto Ridge, from where we turned north, and got onto a new track that took us all the way 
to the main firetrail that we followed around to Brooklyn.  It was an excellent day, with 
fabulous views of Hawkesbury River from the northern sections of Porto Ridge. 

 
Nigel Weaver 
Peter Kaye 
Margaret Carey 
Misako Suigyama 
Sid Majumdar   (P) 
Antra Kalnins   (P) 
Virginia Waller   (P) 

MON 3 OCT – Day Walk – Easy                                     
Royal NP:  
Waterfall – Uloola Falls – Whale Rock – Robertson Knoll – Head of Navigation - Heathcote   

Walk Report: 
It was mostly a cloudy day, with sunny periods from time to time.  We took the fire trail from 
Waterfall all the way out to Uloola Falls, which were running fairly freely due to recent rains.  
After a pleasant break at the falls we headed up onto Uloola Ridge where we stopped for a 
while at Whale Rock, which certainly does look like a big white whale! We then continued to a 
great lunch spot high on the ridge tops from where there are extensive views. After lunch we 
continued to Robertson Knoll for more good views down to Audley far below, and then 
continued to the Head of Navigation on Kangaroo Creek, where the waters were also running 
freely. It‟s a lovely spot for a break. From there we took the steep track up to the top of the 
adjacent plateau, and made our way around to Heathcote to finish off a very pleasant walk 

 
Nigel Weaver  
Anna Thorwart   (P) 
Tony Manes 
Tim Yewdall 
Sid Mejumdar   (P) 
Nigel Wingate 
Hugh Fyson 
Richard Lowson 
Richard Denham 

1-3 OCT – Extended Walk – L333        Q        45km 1900m up  1300m down 
Kanangra to Katoomba in 3 days : 

Kanangra Walls - Kilpatrick Causeway - Crafts Wall - Mt High and Mighty - Rip - Rack - Roar - 
Rumble - Mt Cloudmaker - Dex Creek - Strongleg - Yellow Pup - Mobbs Soak - Taros Ladders - 
Narrow Neck - Katoomba.  

Walk Report: 
None provided 

Caro Ryan 
Marcia 
Sharam Landarani 
Sun Clement 
Jouni Leppanen 
Joost Steenvoorden   (P) 
Nima Zarbakht   (P) 
Lyndall Hord   (P) 

1-3 OCT – Extended Walk – M332        Q        45km 1900m up  1300m down 
Blue Mountains NP: Yerranderie : 
Yerranderie - Colong Gap - Mootik Plateau - Colong Swamp - Mount Colong (side trip) - Colong 
Swamp - Mount Armour - Church Creek/Kowmung River junction (camp) - Old Inglis Selection 
Track (no longer any track) - Scotts Main Range - Butchers Creek (Grog Shop Bend, camp) - 
Axehead Mountain - Byrnes Gap - Yerranderie  

Walk Report: 
Weather on day one, Saturday, was quite cool and cloudy - ideal walking weather. There was no 
longer much evidence of the previous bridle track/ telegraph line up to Colong Gap,  Really 
quite scrubby as we left the Tonalli Gap Firetrail. Good views to the north as we traversed 
north-west along the Mootik Plateau. Black Clouds started to appear as we climbed to the 
summit of Mount Colong (aka "Big Rick") and back. Weather held off until we were nearing the 
campsite on the Kowmung River - wish that the quite heavy rain had been just three minutes 
later since we would have had out tents fully erected by then. Got a good campfire going. Bit 
damp when we started on Sunday morning. The thorn bush was quite thick, in Church Creek, as 
we rounded Cathedral Rocks. (Reminds  me of the old fellow on ABC radio maybe 15 years ago 
who was advocating that the Kowmung cattle not be exterminated because they were 
descendants of the original Macarthur herd. Certainly would still be easier walking along the  

Owen Kimberly 
Michele Powell 
Jim Close 
Rachel Grindlay 
Tom Brennan 
Mark Dabbs 
Lisa McCarthy 
Megan Sety   (P) 
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Walks & Other Activities / October 1 - 31 cont. 

 
16.  

Date, Walk Location & Route Activity Participants 
1-3 OCT – Extended Walk – M332        Q        45km 1900m up  1300m down 
Blue Mountains NP: Yerranderie : cont. 
Kowmung, at present, if there were still a few cattle). Coats came off as we climbed up the 
route of the previous Inglis Selection Track. Started raining again as we finished lunch at Mount 
Feld. A bit slippy on the quartzite (I think) rock as we descended to Butchers Creek which was 
quite pretty although damp. Collected water, and went up the east spur for maybe one 
kilometre where we set up camp, got a fire going and the sun actually came out for a while. 
Reasonably open vegetation as we started on Monday morning, coats on as we brushed past 
bushes. Coats were soon off as we climbed up the steep and open slope onto the northern 
tongue of the Axehead. Really quite pretty with lots of small colourful flowers. Stunning views 
as we traversed south along the tongue. The previous track down to Byrnes Gap from Gander 
Head has almost disappeared but we found the route without any difficulty. We were back at 
the cars at Yerranderie Ghost Town on the dot of one o'clock (new, daylight saving, time). Had 
lunch, and some of the group went off to inspect the ruins etc before the drive home. The 
prospective member, Megan, performed admirably. I suspect that her previous "trampiing" 
experience in NZ came in handy in the damp conditions. In all, a successful and enjoyable walk. 
Coolish weather suited to walking, stunning scenery, a couple of prominent hills, friendly 
campfires, cosy tent, new and old friends and not too wet. 

 

1-3 OCT – Extended Walk – M333        Q        50km  
Blue Mountains NP: Kanangra Creek : 
Dunphy camping area (Carlons Farm) to camp at Kanangra Creek just below Whalania Creek. 
Climb to Ridgeline of Mt Bullagowar. Camp at Upper Konangeroo campsite on return. 

Walk Report: 
5am on Saturday picked up Toni at Katoomba and registered the walk with Katoomba Police. 
There was not an available PLB to borrow. 6.15am arrived Dunphys had breakfast and we 
started walking at 6.45am. The 10km of road to Medlow gap was followed by the foot track to 
Mobbs Swamp where we had a rest break.  Mindful of the accident last time I tried this walk we 
stopped at the Splendour Rock turnoff. Light rain showers started before Mt Yellow Dog and the 
valleys started to white out. We ate lunch near the bottom of Yellow Pup Spur with a view that 
would soon be hidden by rain. It took 3.5hrs to reach the campsite on Kanangra Creek just 
below the Whalania Creek junction most of which was walked in steady solid rain. We arrived 
at 4.30pm and set up camp in steady rain. A futile attempt was made to light a fire and happy 
hour was consumed between showers. The gas stove I carried heated soup. I decided that the 
walk would now be an out and back. We were in our sleeping bags by 7pm. Sunday the weather 
improved for the morning which we used to climb up the spur to the top of the Bullagowar 
ridge after visiting the Carlon family memorial plaques just below the Whalania Creek 
campsite. Unfortunately views up Whalania Creek were obscured by whiteout rain. Mt 
Guouogang was visible above the rainclouds. Someone or another party had left a 90 litre 
drybag stuffed full of gear and a now damaged tent at the Whalania Creek junction campsite. 
After lunch we left camp just before heavy solid rain started and followed the horse track 
successfully down Kanangra Creek reaching the upper Konangeroo campsite in two hours. We 
call this place the Hilton as it comes with seats around the fire, a washing line, a solar shower 
and deep swimming pool nearby and a firewood saw. After scavenging in the bush we added a 
rain shelter tarp (ripped) and a corrugated iron fire cover. Yvonne‟s fire cover was the most 
useful accessory enabling us to dry our stuff and keep the fire going despite the odd shower. 
Next morning we had another fire before leaving at 8.15am for the 6.5 hour walk back to the 
cars at Dunphys car park. Overall a pretty good weekend with good company despite trying 
conditions 

 
Stephen Brading 
Yvonne Brading 
Antonyia Bachvarova  (P) 
Tim Sutherland   (P) 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

TUE 4 OCT – Day Activity –                                                                            
Cycling: Down South: 
A day of cycling in the Illawarra area, mainly along coastal and beachside tracks with 
opportunities for swimming and coffee stops.  

Activity Report: 
Ride went well 

 
 
Bill Holland 
Rick Angel 

SAT 8 OCT – Day Walk – S222E                                              7km 
Blue Mountains: Blacks Ladders and Ben Esgate Pass : 
Radiata Plateau - Blacks Ladders - Megalong Head - Ben Esgate Pass - Mount Elphinstone - 
Pulpit Hill  Road  

Walk Report: 
The party must have been wondering what they were getting themselves  

 in for when we spent half an hour bashing around in the wet scrub looking for Blacks Ladder. 
Eventually we found the "track" only 20m further around the slope! However, the rest of the 
walk went fairly smoothly. We made good time rambling along the halfway ledge to Megalong 
Head. Everyone then whizzed along and up the various very exposed sections, from the 30cm 
wide ledge around Megalong Head, to the initially overhanging climb up the chains to the top. 
It wasn't till we were safely on top having lunch that it started to rain a little, and we could 
hear the thunder of an approaching storm. 

 
Tom Brennan 
Jason Lorch 
Rebecca Lorch 
Sue Bucknell 
David Angell 
Andrew Smith [P] 
Evelyn Subagio [P] 
Ruslan Mikulsky [P] 
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17.   

Date, Walk Location & Route Activity Participants 
SAT 8 OCT – Day Walk – M232                                               
Blue Mountains: - Wild Dog Mts 
Carlons Farm - Lyrebird Ridge - Breakfast Creek - up unnamed spur onto Blackhorse Ridge - 
Cattle Dog Ridge - Breakfast Creek - Hobbles Spur - Carlons Farm.   

Walk Report: 
The forecast was for showers and possible thunderstorms, however it was a better day than was 
forecast with no rain until late in the walk. One participant struggled with the climb up the spur 
onto Blackhorse Ridge so at the end of the day we came up Carlons Creek instead of Hobbles 
Spur. 

 
Chris Dowling 
Skye O'Donnell 
Alan Carpenter 
Margaret Rozea 
Rolf Marsden (P) 
Renee Neely 

SUN 9 OCT – Day Walk – M222                                           12km    
Royal NP: Children's Hike to Figure of Eight Pools : 
Otford - Palm Jungle - Coast Track - Burning Palms - Figure Eight Pools - Palm Jungle - Otford   

Walk Report: 
Lovely day hike down to Burning Palms and along the rocks to the Figure-8 Pools.  It was low 
tide so very safe for those of us who jumped in the pools.  Nice lunch relaxing on the rocks, 
watching the ocean and exploring the pools.  Good hike back up.  Finished the day with 
milkshakes at the Otford Cafe.   

Dirk Goes (M) 
Tarmo Raud (V) 
Felix (7) 
Linda Willard (M) 
Zac (9) 
Jodie (6) 
Ellen Zhou (P) 
Nicole Bailey (M) 
Julian (M) 
Kai (8) 

TUE 11- THU 13 OCT – Mid week Walking –                      
Capertee NP: 
A two night car based camp exploring this new National Park.   
We will explore part of the Capertee River and climb the high country in the north.  

Walk Report: 
See separate article in December Newsletter 

 
Michael Keats 
Linda Starkey 
Yuri Bolotin 
Marion Davies 

SAT 15 OCT – Day Walk – L221 (Medium)              Q                        22km 
Royal NP: 
Otford to Bundeena day walk. Otford – Burning Palms - Garie Beach - Eagle Rock - Wattamolla - 
Little Marley - Bundeena - ferry ride to Cronulla   

Walk Report: 
All walkers alighted the train at Otford at 7.40am and remained in good spirits despite the 
steady rain (it's always good to be out there). Everyone negotiated the mud and wet slippery 
roots with ease and kept smiling. We welcomed a break in the dry on the balcony of the Burning 
Palms Surf Club (thank you for your hospitality- sorry about the leeches we left behind...). As 
we strode northward we carefully negotiated the slippery metal walkways and marvelled at the 
amount of water from heavy overnight storms. We met with a group of students whose camp 
had been washed out at North Era. There was more water than any of the walkers had ever 
encountered in the park- the tracks became flooded and the day was reminiscent of walking in 
Tasmania. 
Lunch was enjoyed in bright sunshine at or on Eagle Rock. The frontrunners had taken the stand 
in leader literally and stopped on 'the rock' for lunch whilst others ate where Tony Crichton and 
friends had been lunching for 25 years- looking at the rock. It was good to see the sunshine. 
In the afternoon we traversed the heathland abounding with birds and wildflowers. Wattamolla 
had been closed by NPWS due to flooding and serious issues with 'the plumbing'. The front 
runners went the wrong way but all turned out well in the end with 4 members making the 5pm 
ferry. The others arrived at Bundeena not long afterwards and enjoyed ice creams, cold drinks 
and coffees and celebrated the completion of the 26.5km epic (Yes it was more than 22km...) 
Well done all!! 

Carole Beales 
Paul Nothdt (p) 
Subhash Devabathini (p) 
Christine McDonald (p) 
Jane Gray (p) 
Richard Denham 
Ian Evans  
Tim Yewdall 
Sandra See 
Margaret Rozea 
Jovanka Ajauovcl 
David Trinder 
Helen Lalas  
Alan Carpenter 
Pam Campbell 

SUN 16 OCT – Day Walk – M231                                                  14km 
Blue Mountains NP: 
Wentworth Falls. Car shuffle. Descend below waterfall. Wentworth Pass - Leura - Federal Pass 
- Katoomba.  

Walk Report: 
None provided. 

Shahram Landarani  
Rosetta Lee (P) 
Peter Townsend (P) 
Marina Chan 
Rolf Marsden (P) 
Siddhartha Majumdar (P) 
Nima Zarbakht 
Glenn Draper 
Richard Phillipps 
Shane Barrie (P) 
Ellen Zhou (P)  

http://tasmania.bushwalk.com/forum/index.php
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18.   

Date, Walk Location & Route Activity Participants 
WEEKEND 15-16 OCT – Weekend Activity –                 
Coolana: - Leadership Workshop 

Activity Report: 
Thank you Ian for stepping in and leading this weekend as well as organising magnificent 
weather to showcase the Coolana environs. I travelled down with Jim Close and he confirmed 
the TOM TOM does not lie and Coolana is indeed possible to reach in 2 hrs driving time from 
Eastwood. Until someone can invent a device like this for off track walking we will have to do 
the navigation the manual way. This was what Ian‟s course was primarily about. Just being 
there, I gained plenty of knowledge of better ways to do things when navigating particularly in 
the area of distance estimation in the field. (I also collected plenty of ticks while “injured” on 
the ground as the accident prone person). Most leaders would gain benefit from the workshop 
as well as interested members. It is a well kept secret there is 2 full days walking available 
around the Coolana  property environs without getting into your car. 

 
Ian Wolf 
Stephen Brading 
Richard Dark 
Jim Close 
Brendon Anderson 
Lynette Preston 
Lisa Sheldon 
Dimitrios Nanitsos (P) 
Toni Bachvarova (P) 
Claudia Douglas 
 

 
 
 

WEEKEND 15-16 OCT – Weekend Walk – M232                     Q        44km 
Blue Mountains NP: Kedumba Valley: 
Kings Tableland (Old Queen Victoria Hospital site) - Kedumba Hill - Solitary Pass - East Col of 
Mount Solitary (side trip) - Solitary Pass - Kedumba Crossing (camp) - Lions Head (pass) - Lions 
Head Ridge - Queen Victoria  

Walk Report: 
The showery weather had cleared early Saturday morning but it was initially a bit cool, i.e. 
almost ideal for walking, and we had a good work-out climbing Mt Solitary. As we descended, 
after lunch, back down into the Kedumba Valley, rain squalls were visible to the north and 
south but, fortunately, they (the squalls) passed us by. Great campsite (one of my favourites) 
and a good campfire. Really enjoyed Bird Watcher Ted's advice / commentary on our feathered 
friends. Ruslin enjoyed seeing Kangaroos and a couple of Goannas. Set out reasonably early 
(8am) Sunday so as to climb up out of the valley before the day became too hot. Found the 
pass up through the cliffline (up onto Lions Head Ridge) without too much difficulty and were 
back at the cars by early afternoon. Flowers were good after recent rains and coolish Spring. 
Boronias etc on the tops of Solitary and Lions Head and a good stand of waratahs before the 
final ascent of Lions H. Perfectly blue skies on Sunday and great views from the tops. Overall a 
great walk. Mild weather, no rain, great scenery, cosy tent, friendly campfire, new and old 
friends. And no complications. 

 
Owen Kimberley 
Michele Powell  
Jason Lorch  
Rebecca Lorch  
Don Andrews  
Ted Nixon  
Daniel Laver 
Hamish Matheson (P) 
Ruslan Mikulsky  (P) 

WED 19 OCT – Mid week Walking – S222                                          14km 
Wollemi NP: Rock Island : 
Junction of Glowworm Tunnel Road and the Old Coach Road. Walk N to approx GR 425 178 then 
head down a ravine ESE towards an unnamed tributary of Deanes Creek. At approx GR 434 172 
head NNE explore a small high plateau that is bisected by a knife ravine. From this point we 
will climb Rock Island and traverse it to the NE corner where another knife ravine will be 
followed NNW and down into another unnamed creek from here we will fight our way back to 
the Old Coach Road.   

Walk Highlights: 
It was now 1000 so decided to climb to the top of the biggest rock, GR 433 173, and seek a spot 
for morning tea. A knife edge climb led to a perfect spot with enough seating room for all and a 
view deep into the ravine below.  Twenty minutes later we descended and commenced 
exploring the ravine below. It is a complex geomorphological area with lots of bifurcating slots 
as well as slots making junctions thus creating an absolute wonderland. Within this area there 
are isolated pagodas surprising slots, including an almost circular, vertical shaft with an 
internal waterfall, GR 436 174. Truly it is a place full of wonders. We followed a dry overhang 
as it twisted and contorted, opening out into caves, then neaping into a stony path before again 
morphing into a canyon like slot. At every junction a decision had to be made as to which 
option to follow. Somehow each time we picked well and our journey was full of delights. An 
isolated and elevated area I have called Little Rock Island was next in our sights. It is roughly 
kidney shaped and has a top surface area of about 2,000 square metres. Like its big brother it is 
essentially a large, prominent isolated rock with little vegetation. It is located immediately 
south of Rock Island. What a different world awaited us on the top; it was a veritable garden of 
spring flowers. What really amazed me was the huge number of intense blue Sun Orchids, 
(Theylmitra sp.). These spikes of blue contrasted to huge spreads of pink Boronias and a raft of 
different yellow and white flowering species. What made the area so special was that 
everything was less than 1m tall, compact and with a minimum of foliage. To give focus to this 
riot of colour were two or three climbable platy pagodas on the cliff edge. Lifting our sights  

 
Michael Keats 
Stephen Murray 
Hodaka Morita 
Yuri Bolotin 
Chris Dowling 
Kent Dwyer 
Gary Munks   (P) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Continued next page 
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Date, Walk Location & Route Activity Participants 
beyond the confines of the immediate area, we could look north to the equally stunning garden 
topped Rock Island, and east into the deep trench of Deanes Creek. When we climbed one of 
the pagodas on the eastern edge of Little Rock Island, there were visuals down more than 100m 
into the creek, and views upstream for several kilometres. The actual trace of Deanes Creek 
was outlined with a richer and darker ribbon of rainforest species. The western side of Little 
Rock Island is a doable challenge. We found another slot that led down into an enclosed valley 
with some of the largest eucalypts I have seen anywhere. These forest giants have survived 
because it is just too difficult to extract them. From this enclosed area no less than seven deep 
mysterious slots can be explored. As our objective was to traverse Rock Island, we chose the 
tightest, narrowest and most immediately attractive one. It is oriented north – south and the 
entry is filled with ancient tree ferns and fallen logs. What light does get through has to 
compete with a dense canopy of Coachwood and Sassafras. A grey sand wash against the 
eastern wall identifies an intermittent watercourse. The sandstone walls are a rose pink, the air 
cool and the ambience churchlike. Moving through we came to a rare sight, a semicircular 
embrasure maybe 6m high, and equally as wide and deep, with a centrally disposed, very fine 
dripping water source. This mineral rich water had built a magnificent rich red stalagmite about 
50cm high. It had a small depression in the top and was in active growth phase. All around the 
skirt of this single feature was red flowstone. Further up this remarkable slot a tree had sent 
out a root in search of nutrient rich water. Remarkably this root had traversed more than 3m of 
open rock to tap into this water source. This place is another natural wonder. We called it the 
Place that Time Forgot, GR 436 179. The narrowing northern end of this slot was followed 
upwards and still further north. Within it a watershed was crossed and another open slot led out 
into a small valley. At GR 436 183, we spied a narrow cleft where the rock wall had cracked 
vertically and opened up a 30cm wide space. Over time this cleft had filled with broken rock 
and debris and was now a very narrow staircase and way of access. In minutes we had all made 
the transition from being down in a rather ordinary valley to the top of the highest pagoda on 
Rock Island, GR 438 182. If we thought that Little Rock Island had the „wow‟ factor, this ten 
times larger exposed area was very special. Every flowering plant was in bloom; scents and 
nectars filled the air. This was a piece of paradise to be savoured and enjoyed.. 

 

SAT 22 OCT – Kayak Activity – M2E                                                 
Kayak Competencies and Skills Workshop - Sydney Harbour : Activity Report: 
It was a wonderful Spring Day with the air temperature in the mid to high twenties and with 
light to moderate northerly winds. We had initially intended to defer the "getting wet" activities 
until the end of the day, but, it was so pleasant that we did not mind getting wet from the 
beginning. Activities included the following:- 
Paddling:- Little Manly, Collins Flat, Quarantine Beach, (outer) North Head, Quarantine Beach 
(lunch), Little Manly. 
Carrying out particular activities/ learning experiences at and en route to each of the above 
mentioned locations including:- 

 Fit-out of kayaks and accessories, with particular emphasis on safety.  

 Wet exiting (gaining confidence in capsizing and coming out of the boat).  

 Forward stroke (i.e. paddling efficiently)  

 Boat control and turning (useful if you wish to be able to efficiently get to a friend who 
might need assistance)  

 Basic signals, group safety, etc  

 Absolutely stunning paddling experience - Sydney Harbour was at its best - out to North 
Head.  

 Choppy conditions at North Head  

 Rescue techniques (i.e. how to easily get a paddling colleague back into his/her boat if he/ 
she capsizes. 

A good fun day. Great company. Sparkling water and a cloudless sky. Jen even managed to 
(afterwards) collect her doggie from day care, on time, despite losing her car key overboard. 
We all learnt useful skills that we can (hopefully) pass on to our SBW paddling friends.  

 
 
Owen Kimberly 
Michele Powell  
Lisa McCarthy  
Mark Dabbs  
Kerrie Allsop  
Jen Edwards  
Sue Bucknell 

SAT 22 OCT – Day Walk – M222E                          Q                       16km  
Illawarra Escarpment, Jamberoo : 
Misty Lane - Paddy’s Pass – Barren Grounds – Griffiths Track – Skyfarm - Budderoo Track – 
Powerline Pass – Majors Gully – Skyfarm – Griffiths Track – Illawarra Lookout – Qwerty Pass – 
Misty Lane 

Walk Report: 
A perfect spring day, sunny, then cloudy to give us some relief in the afternoon. Paddy‟s Pass 
getting a bit overgrown, as is Skyfarm to Budderoo link track and the escarpment at the top of 
Powerline Pass. We lunched at the top of the escarpment, before tacking the tricky rock 
descent into the rainforest. Plenty of leeches around today. Saw a nice adult tiger snake with 
very distinct markings on the track in the plantation forest below the pass. The track took us 
past a wonderful rainforest house built by the sculptor Bert Flugelman, whose work is scattered 
around the property. Qwerty Pass also quite overgrown. Finished a very satisfying walk with tea 
and refreshments at the leader‟s house. A good group.. 

Richard Darke 
Jim Close 
Rosetta Lee   (P) 
Nigel Wingate 
David Bell 
Ro McDonald 
Mike Arnott 
Joanne McLachlan (P) 
Bryn Lynar 
Lucy Keating   (P) 
Debbie Yeh   (P) 
Lucy Moore 
Paul Notholt   (P) 
Inma Suarez   (P) 
Antra Kalnin   (P) 
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SUN 23 OCT – Day Activity –                                                                              
Coolana 6 hr Rogaine : 

The concept is for participants to team up with fellow SBW members or visitors and navigate 

their way from checkpoint to checkpoint around our property. Everyone goes at their own 

pace, for how long as they want (30 minutes is acceptable) generally enjoying the bush and the 

company. 

Activity Report: 
We went through the normal training in the shelter shed and added a bit of navigation practice 
on the rogaining course for the prospective members. In the meantime, Christian visited 
Yarunga farm, Jason and Rebecca did a bit of plumbing work and Jim joined us for dinner after 
he went on Richard Darke‟s walk. Nice chat, great happy hour and a bit of wine was enjoyed 
around the fire. Sunday was rogaining time and the occasion to visit some beautiful corners of 
our property, say hello to a snake and most importantly cool down with a swim in Kangaroo 
river. Best novice goes to Andrew and Melinda, highest achievers are Jason and Rebecca, 
biggest snake goes to Christian and Evelyn and best botanists are Emmanuelle and Vivien for 
finding that dope plantation. A great weekend! 

 
Vivien de Rémy de 
Courcelles  
Emmanuelle Convert 
Christian Vallence 
Rebecca Lorch 
Jason Lorch 
Jim Close 
Evelyn Subiago   (P) 
Melinda McNeill   (P) 
Elias Bou-Obeid   (P) 
Andrew Chan   (P) 

SUN 23 OCT – Day Walk – L232                                                      21km 
Blue Mountains NP: Wild Dog Mountains : 
Galong Farm - Ironpot Mountain - Ironmonger Spur - Coxs River/Breakfast Creek junction - 
downstream along the Coxs for 4km - Blue Dog Buttress - Knights Deck - Blue Dog Ridge - 
Breakfast Creek - Hobbles Spur - Galong Farm.  

Walk Report: 
The weather forecast was for a warm day with temperatures in the twenties and showers 
possibly developing in the afternoon. 9 of us starting walking from Galong Farm at 9am. After 
the short climb up onto Ironpot Mountain we continued on to Ironmonger Hill and the descent 
down Ironmonger Spur. A gap developed between 5 people at the front which included the 
leader and the other 4 people. There was no concern as the some of the most experienced 
party members apart from the leader comprised this group. In addition before the walk the 
possibility of some of these party members pulling out of the walk and returning to the cars had 
been discussed as a possibility. Stephen had had indicated that he was happy to be tail and 
would catch up with us in due course. Due to inattention while chatting this group strayed off 
the ridge following wallaby tracks then compounded the error by continuing in the wrong 
direction and eventually made their way down to the Cox. This took so much time in the steep, 
rough terrain near Ironmonger Gully while preventing or worsening existing injury they did not 
reach the Breakfast Creek junction until midday, over an hour after the first party had left the 
area. The first group had waited and heard a "dayo" and responded. Then there was nothing. 
The second group were nowhere to be seen, or heard. Because one of the 4 had begun the walk 
under an injury cloud" the leader concluded that they may have returned to their cars at 
Galong Farm, without advising him. The leader also reasoned that, since all four are 
experienced walkers they would be able to look after themselves.  The leader continued on 
with the walk with the group of 5. In an hour's walking along the Coxs River from Breakfast 
Creek to the base of Blue Dog Buttress we encountered 6 snakes. Fortunately they were 
all black snakes that were not aggressive and they moved away from us even when we met 
them at close quarters. The ground in front of us was certainly studied intently as we 
walked! We had a break for lunch during the climb up Blue Dog Buttress and arrived at Knights 
Deck before 3pm. An entry in the book in the metal container there showed that the missing 4 
had been there at 2.10pm and that they were heading down Knights Pups to get to the water in 
Breakfast Creek a.s.a.p. because they needed extra drinking water. We also went down Knights 
Pups and near Breakfast Creek heard voices; a shout of "dayo" produced an identical response 
and soon the 2 groups were happily reunited. We proceeded up Breakfast Creek to the base of 
Hobbles Spur, disturbing another black snake along the way. The temperature all day had felt 
very warm; it was probably the warmest day for walking since early autumn and was very 
different to some of the freezing wet weather that people have walked in recently. Hence our 
water consumption was high and we made use of Breakfast Creek to replenish our supplies. 
After climbing Hobbles Spur there was some thunder and a few spots of rain just before we 
arrived back at the cars, at about 6.30pm. 

 

 
Chris Dowling 
Kat Duda 
Tim Sutherland 
Melinda Turner 
Yvonne Brading 
Stephen Brading 
Antoniya Bachvarova (P) 
David Trinder 
Ted Nixon 
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SAT 29 OCT – Day Walk – M221                                                      21km 
Great North Walk: - Hornsby to Berowra 

Hornsby train station, Heritage steps, Fishponds (no swimming), Galston Gorge, Crosslands, 

Sam's Creek, Naa Baa Lookout, Berowra train station  

Walk Report: 
(See article in December Newsletter) 

Incidents: 
Snake stepped on approx 1:30 pm by leader. Identified as red belly black snake by several in 
party, just over 1 m in length. Leader stepped back, moved back very quickly (while yelling 
„snake‟ and for the group to move back). Due to rocks on either side of that portion of the 
track the snake was confused and followed the leader for 30-40 cm – leader accidentally 
stepped on snake again while continuing to move back and pushing group back. Once the rocks 
had been cleared the snake moved off rapidly to the left straight down the bank towards the 
creek 
Stephens Comments: 
Everyone please consider wearing gaiters or long pants on a hot day. If I meet a snake I stand 
completely still and let go between my legs if it is coming my way. 

 
 
Lisa Sheldon 
Karen Brading 
Julian Martin 
Kathryn Reid   (P) 
Jan Dormor 

SUN 30 OCT – Day Walk – M233                    Q                             15km  
Blue Mountains NP: Grose Valley - Leura Area:  
Lockleys Pylon Track –Du Faur Buttress – Blue Gum Forest –Down the Grose Valley to a campsite 
and beyond - Return  

Walk Report: 
This substitute combined leader was devised when the programmed walk became unsuitable 
due to forecast wet conditions. I led the easy stuff on known foot track and Toni guided the 
group down the Grose valley below the base of Du Faur Buttress on faint foot pads she had 
researched on a number of solo investigation walks.  
A party of 7 with two co leaders met at Leura and drove to the start of the Lockleys Pylon 
track. The weather was dry at this time with showers forecast. After enjoying the wildflowers 
and waratahs beside the track plus excellent views a heavy rain shower fell after we passed 
Lockleys Pylon requiring us to don rain jackets. Another shower found us as we stopped for 
morning tea on the rock with a view on the high slope of Du Faur buttress. Fortunately by the 
time we reached the bottom the weather cleared and we had perfect walking weather for the 
rest of the day. Toni my co leader crossed the Grose River and guided us on the northern side 
through and extensive Blue Gum forest till we reached a cliff feature (shown on my map) she 
has named “Little Black Wall”. After much photo taking of this area we recrossed the Grose 
River and Toni guided the group though a short section of rough ground to reach a clear area 
with more Blue Gum forest that would make an excellent camping area. Some of the trees here 
were the largest and oldest Blue Gums I have ever seen, obviously hundreds of years old. Toni 
then guided us further downstream where I noticed we were walking on a short intact section 
of the Engineers Track which dropped down to the river bank. This spot became our lunch spot 
and turnaround point with a view of the David Crevasse opposite. Pam had a quick dip in the 
river as it was quite warm now. On the return we followed the southern bank to Govetts Creek 
following a foot pad pushed through riverbank foliage. The Engineers Track was again located 
but was of no benefit having fallen away over last century and a half. 

Toni Bachvarova (Co 
leader)   (P) 
Stephen Brading (Co 
Leader) 
Yvonne Brading 
Prue Sampson   (P) 
Ted Nixon 
Pam Campbell 
Glen Draper 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

SUN 30 OCT – Day Walk – M223E                    Q                             16km  
Wollemi NP 
Mountain Lagoon – Long Ridge Trail – Ridge GR 790 005 – Cabbage Tree Creek – Tootie Creek – 
Middle Creek – D‟arcy Range – Mount D‟arcy 

See Article in December Newsletter 
 

 

 
All SBW members are eligible for Free Paddy Pallin Club membership. 

All of the Sydney area store staff (Sydney, Chatswood and Miranda) have been honouring this discount in 
store and would like to formalize the offer and promote it more actively to SBW club members. 

Club membership is usually $16.50 and entitles members to 10% off all year round as well as exclusive club 
nights, early sale notification via an e-newsletter and a biannual award winning catalogue mailed out. 

Just print out the Paddy Pallin advertisement on the back page and take it in to your favourite  
Paddy Pallins‟ store the next time you visit. 
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Pam Campbell 
LABOR OPPOSES OPEN-CUT MINING IN BEN BULLEN STATE FOREST 

The NSW opposition has come out against a controversial proposal to expand open-cut coal mining in the Ben Bullen 
State Forest (BBSF), north of Lithgow. 
  

Coalpac has applied to the state government for permission to consolidate its Cullen Valley Mine and Invincible 
Colliery operations at Cullen Bullen, a move the Blue Mountains Conservation Society (BMCS) says will damage more 
than 1000 hectares of pristine bushland and unique rock formations, known as the Gardens of Stone. 
  

Labor environment spokesman Luke Foley told the Gazette he would actively oppose the application. 
  

“We‟re opposed to open-cut mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest . . . I think that the conservationists have made 
the case that the Gardens of Stone has some unique biodiversity and geological characteristics that warrant 
environmental protection,” said Mr Foley. 
  

A large portion of the land that would be mined if Coalpac‟s application were approved by the Department of 
Planning is within an area the BMCS is campaigning to have declared a state conservation area (SCA). Mr Foley 
threw his support behind the push. 
  

“We support the BBSF being declared a state conservation area. That would allow underground coal mining to 
continue, which we support, but would ban open-cut coal mining in that public forest,” he said. 
  

Coalpac has previously argued that investigations in the area had confirmed underground mining was not a viable 
option. Mr Foley said the environmental concerns outweighed any potential impact on employment.  
  
“I think we need a balance [between jobs and the environment]. I‟m a supporter of underground mining around 
Lithgow. I have good relationships with people in the Lithgow mining community, including the union, but on this 
one I think that Labor cannot support this application for open-cut mining in this area,” said Mr Foley “I note that 
the Lithgow Council, which has always been strongly supportive of the mining industry, has also come out against 
this proposal,” he said, referring to that council‟s unanimous decision last month to oppose the proposed open-cut 
mining. 
  

Coalpac‟s proposal hit a snag in early September when the Department of Planning announced the company‟s 
environmental assessment did not adequately address potential impacts of the project on biodiversity, Aboriginal 
cultural heritage, noise and air quality, and groundwater. 
  
Coalpac will now have to prepare a new assessment before it is released for public exhibition. 
 

To send a letter online to the Premier or Environment Minister go to the following link: 
http://www.bluemountains.org.au/gos_under_threat.html 
 

NATIONAL PARK, AS PROMISED 
NSW Premier, Barry O‟Farrell has made good his promise to make the Dharawal conservation area a national park 

after reaching a compromise with BHP Billiton which 
allows for longwall mining in two small sections. 
Environment Minister, Robyn Parker said “It will stay as 
a state conservation area until it‟s been mined then 
we‟ll probably draw it into the boundaries of the park”. 
Mr O‟Farrell said the decision balanced the 
establishment of the national park while securing jobs 
and investment. The decision protects the headwaters 
of the Georges River, which is fed by a series of 
„hanging swamps‟ – shallow sandstone bowls packed 
with matted sedge, native grasses and banksias, that act 
like a sieve and a sponge, holding water in dry times and 
allowing it seep out and feed some of the state‟s 
cleanest creeks.  
 

Longwall mining in catchments poses a threat to the 
potential for water quality and quantity to be 
compromised. Longwall mining causes cracks beneath a 

stream and may lead to permanent loss of water flows as this photo shows. 
 

For a definition of Long Wall Mining please follow this link: 
http://australiancoalalliance.com/Information/TEC%20LCM%20Report_final.pdf 
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WHAT IS ‘NO GAS’ MINING IN SYDNEY? 
Stop CSG Sydney formerly known as Sydney Residents Against Coal Seam Gas (SRACSG) is a local community group 
concerned about Coal Seam Gas (CSG) mining in Sydney. In November 2010 the residents of St Peters, an inner city 
suburb of Sydney, were alerted to the fact that the NSW government had granted an exploration licence to drill for 
Coal Seam Gas (CSG) close to homes and schools in St Peters. The licence had been granted with no community 
consultation and insufficient risk assessment. The No Gas Mining In Sydney site is a way to connect as a community 
with other communities and stand up for our rights.  

We are calling for:  

 a moratorium on Coal Seam Gas exploration and production  
 a thorough investigation into the environmental and health impacts of the CSG industry. 

To get more information send an email to: info@nogasmininginsydney.com 
 

LOGGING FORESTS 
The Wilderness Society and conservation colleagues in Tasmania have released a damning report showing continuing 
logging in important native forests supposedly protected under the Tasmanian Forests Intergovernmental 
Agreement. www.wilderness.org.au/ 
 

The NSW Office of Environment and Heritage has confirmed further logging breaches on the State's far south coast. 
Forests New South Wales has been notified after inspections in the Badja State Forest, west of Moruya, and the 
Bodalla State Forest. The anti-logging group South East Forest Rescue made 17 allegations, and two breaches were 
found in relation to the logging of rocky outcrops and hollow bearing trees. www.abc.net.au/news/ 

Coolana Report  
Don Finch 

Family weekend 24th September. One trailer load of gravel on to the access track to smooth the profile of the water 
diversion humps and raked out outflow aprons. The seven grandchildren saw nine wombats on the river flats 
 

On the 15th 16th October Bill Holland had a Coolana bush Care weekend on the program only Rick Angel was able to 
help Bill. During the course of the weekend they were able to mow the entire camping flat. No progress was 
possible on the lantana. 
 

The priorities of what needs to be done have changed. The Shoalhaven City Council (SCC) has forced us to do 
something positive about the lantana along the northern boundary above the river to the west. A new track the 
western distributor was built during September to access this lantana. The Sydney Catchment Authority catchment 
protection officer has informed us that they have sprayed the lantana from the new track down to stored water 
during the last few weeks. They have cut several access tracks up from stored water to our track.  
 

As mentioned previously the club has received notification from Shoalhaven Council that a weed control order is 
pending in relation to the lantana on the northern boundary. Despite several attempt to get more volunteers to 
help with this lantana there have been no new volunteers. As a consequence help in the form of a commercial 
spraying contractor has been approved by the management committee. Quotes have been called for and accepted 
and the work is due for completion early November. It is important that this is done immediately so as to co 
ordinate with the spraying program already completed by the SCA on their adjoining land. 
 

The spraying contractor has been authorised to use the contents of the black plastic 1600L rain water tank at the 
shelter shed. The 1000L steel tank which also feeds the tap in the toilet will be available for the needs of members 
at the shelter shed. 
 

The camping flat should not be mowed again until after an assessment as to the effect of the spraying has taken 
place, this most likely will be early December. 
 

SBW is to send a weed control plan to the Council by 11th November; the plan will include the fact that an access 
track has been built and that we have engaged a contractor to spray the lantana.  
 

The Shoalhaven Council Land care officer had a meeting with SBW at Coolana on the 28th October to consider a co-
ordinated approach to lantana control. The council has responsibility for the reserve to the west of Coolana: the 
area west of the creek on our western boundary is part of the reserve. The northern boundary of the reserve 
adjoins SCA land.    
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Have you seen the latest issue of the  

Confederation of Bushwalking Clubs Magazine? 
 

If not, you can download it at: http://www.bushwalking.org.au/mag.html 
 

http://www.wilderness.org.au/
http://www.abc.net.au/news/
http://www.bushwalking.org.au/mag.html
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The Mid Week Walkers are an informal gathering of people in SBW who find the time to enjoy walking, 
cycling and kayaking during the quiet times of the week. 

The range of activities caters for all abilities with emphasis on a more relaxed style of walking.  Some even 
prefer to spend at least part of the time back at base reading, bird watching or just relaxing in the outdoors. 

In most cases you can join us for all or any part of the Monday to Friday events, but we need to know you 
are coming. 

If you would like to be added to our Midweek Walkers mailing list please let me know by contacting Bill 
Holland 4296 3084 or by email to billholland@bigpond.com 

The Midweek Walkers 
Bill Holland 

 
Eight of us enjoyed the midweek stay at Myall lakes in October; five stayed in Cutlers Cottage and three camped at 
the adjacent Korsmans Landing. The week featured kayaking and walking in the Lakes area.  First, we walked along 
the coastal beach, lakeside and through rain forest.  Later, a longer walk through bushland and very scenic displays of 
flannel flowers.    
 

Cutlers Cottage is an old farmhouse that has now been restored and offers very comfortable accommodation.  The 
group gathered here for happy hour and some evening meals. The surroundings are beautiful with kangaroos and a 
variety of birdlife.  
During some of the time available for quiet reflexion, I gave some thought to the concept of the Midweek Walking 
Group and the people who have become our regular participants.  Over fifteen years, we have about thirty regular 
attendees and another twenty or so we see from time to time.  Perhaps it is time to review the nature and frequency 
of our activities and attract newly retired members who may be able to participate in more active events. 
 

In this regard, I am considering adding extra activities next year.  Leigh McClintock has suggested the Yuragir Coastal 
Walk with four days either pack carrying or day walks from a central base camp.  Another suggestion is to have 
extended mid-week walks in the Newnes, Barrington or similar areas, 
 

I welcome more of these suggestions and look for some added interest in next year‟s programme. 
 

Now here are the likely venues and dates for next year.  If you have any suggestions for new locations or would 
like to lead an activity please let me know. 
 

January:    Nothing scheduled.  
February:  Myola 
March:      Canberra 
               Yuragir Coastal Walk 
April:        Woorabinda Lodge – Jindabyne 
May:         Moonan Brook Forestry Cottage 
June:        Either Ben Ricketts an Barren Grounds, Pittwater YHA or possibly a return to Newnes Cabins. 
 

Please let me have your indications of interest or otherwise so I can make some firm bookings.  
 

Looking further afield, we have not been to the Border Ranges or O‟Reillys at Lamington National Park for a few 
years.  If enough early interest is shown I could organise a trip there or to the Grampians in Victoria or Flinders 
Ranges in South Australia. 
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Kosciuszko Huts Update  
The work to refurbish Whites River Hut has completed and some pics can be viewed at: 
http://khuts.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=924:a-fresh-new-hut-at-whites-
river&catid=67:news&Itemid=92 
 

Up coming activities include: 
 

 Kosciuszko Huts Association (KHA) Social Gathering – 26 to 27 Nov 11 
Base camp besides the Geehi Hut on the Swampy Plains River – walks to adjacent stone huts (including Dr 
Forbes and Doctors Huts), fishing, novelty races, socialising and campfire Tall Tales etc. Details are 
available on the KHA Web Site 
 

 Work on Tralee Homestead outside Canberra has commenced, and is occurring Wednesday to Sunday every 
week from 30 Nov till 26 Feb 
 

 A Wood Skills Workshop will be run in Feb next year 
 

 Car based camp will be held at Tom Groggin 7 – 9 Jan – with day trips to the historic huts in the area 
 

 Work party will rebuild the chimney of Wheelers Hut on the week commencing 20 Feb  
 

 A car based camp at Gugarhlin River will be held over Easter (6 – 9 April) – with day trips to the historic huts 
and mines in this scenic area  
 

For those interested in participating in the above activities, more information about KHA can be found at: 
 

KHA web site: http://khuts.org/  
(Please note the “News Update section half way down the page which has a number of interesting Articles) 
 

KHA Forum:  http://khuts.org/forum where you can directly interact and have “your say”. 
 

Orange Hawk Weed Invasion of Kossie Nat Park 

(and how you can get an all expenses paid week long holiday!) 
- This viscous little weed has come north of the border and the NPWS are quite concerned.  

- They are conducting a survey this summer to map the level of infiltration 

- The Rangers are after people to volunteer to walk across the high country to spot the weeds 

- The Rangers are providing lots of support including: 

o Free accommodation in rented houses in Khancoban (own room)  

o Free food provided (you need to prepare it yourself)  

o Transport up and down the mountain each day 

o KNP Pass exemption when travelling to/from Khancoban 

- They want people to come for blocks of 5 days Mon to Friday for the weeks commencing 5/12, 12/12, 2/1, 

9/1, 16/1, 23/1, 30/1, 2/2 

- Areas to be surveyed include Cool Plain, Doubtful Gap, Farm Ridge, Fifteen Mile Ridge, Ogilvies Plain & 

Round Mountain   

- This is a wonderful way to do some great day walking in the KNP, for minimal expense, whilst doing 

something significant for the environment 

- If interested, please ring the NPWS Khancoban Office on 02 6076 9373 or 0428 103 800 

Some background info can be viewed at: http://khuts.org/forum/index.php?topic=294.msg725#msg725 
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Thank you Geoff McIntosh 
You recent donation to the Coolana fund was greatly appreciated! 

Your generosity will help us with the ongoing maintenance and improvement 

of our beautiful property. 
 

http://khuts.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=924:a-fresh-new-hut-at-whites-river&catid=67:news&Itemid=92
http://khuts.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=924:a-fresh-new-hut-at-whites-river&catid=67:news&Itemid=92
http://khuts.org/
http://khuts.org/forum
http://khuts.org/forum/index.php?topic=294.msg725#msg725
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Colong Foundation 
SBW has long been a significant supported of this tier one conservation lobby group, which has a solid record of 
leadership and achievement (and their Newsletter can be accessed from the URL in the box below). 
 

We share many joint members, and many of our members have served (and are serving) in important roles in the 
Colong Foundation. Our Committee is in the process of making a $300 donation (from our Conservation Fund) on 
behalf of SBW to the Colong Foundation. 
 

The Colong Foundation has a number of Books and Photo Calendars and Posters for sale – this includes “The 
Barefoot Bush Walker” which is the biography of our Dot Butler. With Christmas approaching their site: 
http://www.colongwilderness.org.au/joining.htm#Publications is worth a perusal to potential source some gifts 
 

They also sell Mylo Dunphys classic sketch maps of the Blue Mountains – these provide very valuable information on 
routes and Passes through the tricky cliff lines – refer: 
http://www.colongwilderness.org.au/Publications/ClassicBushwalkingMaps.htm 

 
 

 
 

 

Have you seen the latest Colong Foundation Bulletin? 
If not, you can download it from the Colong Foundation website at: 

http://www.colongwilderness.org.au/ 

 

 

Club Membership List Update 
When we distributed the club membership list, a few names were left off.  Here are the details for those members. 
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First Name Family Name Membership Type Suburb Home Phone Mobile 

Paul Armstrong Full Member - Household Springwood (02) 4754 4437   

Sue Armstrong Full Member - Household Springwood (02) 4754 4437   

Raphael Joseph Byron 
Full Member - Single 
Active 

Gordon (02) 9498 1439   

Ken Collins 
Full Member - Single 
Active 

West Ryde   0413 683 123 

Christine Davidson Full Member - Household Lane Cove (02) 9428 4910 0411 348 110 

Geoff Davidson Full Member - Household Lane Cove (02) 9428 4910   

Dirk de Bevere 
Full Member - Single 
Active Coogee (02) 9344 8662   

Marysia Derewlany 
Full Member - Single 
Active 

Summer Hill (02) 9797 7563 0412 180 355 

Evelyn Elfick 
Full Member - Single 
Active Morpeth (049) 305 381   

Gillian Kaye Full Member - Household Avalon (02) 9918 2446   

Peter Kaye Full Member - Household Avalon (02) 9918 2446   

Stephen McClafferty 
Full Member - Single 
Active 

Newtown   0422 521 627 

Belinda McKenzie 
Full Member - Single 
Active 

Yagoona (02) 9709 2317   

Lisa Ochs 
Full Member - Single 
Active 

Glenwood (02) 9836 0851 0477 161 161 

Jim Percy Full Member - Household Hazelbrook (02) 4758 6009 0414 590 135 

Aleksander Popovski 
Full Member - Single 
Active Narrabeen     

Colin Putt 
Full Member - Household 

Dangar 
Island (02) 9985 7329   

Jane Putt 
Full Member - Household 

Dangar 
Island (02) 9985 7329   

Margaret Reid Full Member - Non Active Bendigo   0408 175 679 

Inge Stocker 
Full Member - Single 
Active 

Grays Point (02) 9501 1993 0403 846 772 

Annette Sudan Gilroy 
Full Member - Single 
Active 

Dee Why (02) 9972 0417 0420 510 515 

Jo Van Sommers Full Member – Household Hazelbrook (02) 4758 6009 
 

http://www.colongwilderness.org.au/joining.htm#Publications
http://www.colongwilderness.org.au/Publications/ClassicBushwalkingMaps.htm
http://www.colongwilderness.org.au/
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A Walker’s Prayer 
Owen Marks 
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Have you renewed your membership for 2011? 
If you have not received a membership renewal advice please contact Vivien (Membership Secretary) at: 

membership@sbw.org.au. 
 

Spring Social Program 
Kathy Gero 

 
 
November 16 
7.30pm 

Tiger Talk 
Modern day endurance athlete and club member, Clare Holland, together with Karl Miller 
provide insight into "The Dark Side".  They'll discuss the clubs annual endurance classics: The 6 
Foot Track, K2K and 3 Peaks, plus other events.  Most importantly learn the tricks of the trade 
they have discovered for getting through long distance events in one piece and smiling  
 

December 21 
6.30pm 

SBW Christmas Party 
Come and celebrate the end of 2011 at the fabulous SBW Xmas Party.  Please bring a plate of 
something delicious to share.  The Club provides all beverages, eating utensils and Xmas 
decorations 
 

January 4 

4pm → Walk  

6pm → Picnic 

Annual and Famous Balmoral Picnic 
Come for both or either.  See WALKS PROGRAM for full details.  Bill Holland is your contact. 
 

January 11 
8pm 

New Members Night 
Introduction to SBW for intending prospective members 

 
January 18 
7pm 

Committee Meeting 
Observers welcome 

 
February 15 
7.30pm 

Exploring Mauritius and La Reunion 
 Club member, Ondrej Ivanic spent 2 weeks exploring these islands in the Indian Ocean (but it 

was not enough!).  Come and discover the great adventures that abound amidst their 
volcanoes, canyons, high peaks and fancy coloured terrain. 

 
 

ALL MEETINGS ARE HELD AT THE KIRRIBILLI NEIGHBOUR HOOD CENTRE 
 

Please remain downstairs until 7.30pm as we do not wish to disturb the other 
groups that use the Neighbour Hood Centre 
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Communication problems with the club???  
Would you like to change your mailing address???  Don’t know who to contact???  Please use the contacts 

below to  

resolve any problems you may have! 

 Mailing list - join, not receiving, problems??? 

    → Contact communications@sbw.org.au 

 Website - contributions, suggestions, errors??? 

    → Contact webmaster@sbw.org.au 

 Address and email changes???   

    →Contact databasemanager@sbw.org.au 

Need Your SBW Website Login Details? 
If you've forgotten or are not sure what your website login details are, please email the SBW Web 
Administrator at webmaster@sbw.org.au to obtain them. You may also request to reset your login details by 
suggesting a Username and Password that is easy for you to remember. Please provide your first name, last 

name and address in the email so that your identity as an SBW member can be verified. 

mailto:membership@sbw.org.au
mailto:communications@sbw.org.au
mailto:webmaster@sbw.org.au
mailto:databasemanager@sbw.org.au
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SYDNEY BUSH WALKERS INC 

NOMINATION FORM – for Election of SBW’s Committee 

2012 ANNUAL ELECTIONS 
 

I, ................................................. a member of the    
(full name) 

 Sydney Bush Walkers Inc (SBW) 

propose the nomination of the Candidate for election to the Committee position(s) of SBW. 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…. 

(Full name of the Candidate) 
 
................................... 
Signature of Proposer (or by e-mail)  
 
Date: .............................. 
 
 

I, .................................................  a member of SBW  
(full name) 

  

second the nomination of the Candidate for election to a Committee position(s) of SBW. 
 

................................... 
Signature of Seconder (or by e-mail)  
 

Date: .............................. 
 
 
Candidate Contact Details 
 

Telephone:  Work………….………………Home ……………..……………  Mobile: ………….….………….. 

 Email:  ……………………………….……………………………………… 

 
The Candidate, being a member of the SBW, is nominated for the position(s) of: 
 

President    _____ 
 
Vice President    _____ 
 
Secretary    _____ 
 
Treasurer    _____ 
 
Committee Member (5 positions) _____ (please indicate preferred roles: New 
Members, Membership, Activities Coordination, Communications, Skills Enhancement)   
 

(Members may be nominated for more than one position - please indicate at least one.) 

 

................................... 
Signature of the Candidate (or by e-mail)  

 

Date: .............................. 

 
Note: The Nomination Form must be delivered to the Club Secretary at least 7 days before the date fixed for 

the holding of the Annual General Meeting at which the election is to take place. 
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